Undergraduate Blum Scholar Presentations

Thursday, November 16, 2017
12:00-2:00 p.m. in Humanities 1, Room 210

Please join us for presentations by our 2017 UCSC Blum Scholars. Blum Scholar grants are awarded to highly motivated students to pursue community-engaged research either domestically or abroad related to poverty alleviation, social enterprise, and participatory governance. Six of our 2017 undergraduate Blum Scholars will discuss the goals of their innovative projects, key outcomes, and insights gleaned from their summer research.

Presentations

Jessica Chuidian-Ingersoll
Community Studies Field Study 2017 - Tenants Together

Aria Critchfield
Initiating Justice During the New Jim Crow

Evelyn Drake
Nothing about Us Without Us: Empowered Student-Centered Research Leading Changes to the DRC

Ines Galmiche
Abuja Summer Institute

Wilfrido Hernandez Flores
The Digital NEST and Academic Achievement

Noa Mills
Amazon Crude Project

Refreshments provided! We look forward to seeing you!

To learn more about UCSC’s Blum Center please visit: blumcenter.ucsc.edu